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School context 

This is a small village school where most pupils are of White British heritage and all speak English 

as their first language. The proportion of pupils for whom the school receives extra funding is 

lower than schools nationally but increasing.  The proportion with special educational needs is 

also below average.  The headteacher has just been appointed to the substantive post from the 

role of deputy.  The church is currently without a vicar and the governing body has just 

completed its reconstitution retaining the same chair of governors and foundation governors. 

The distinctiveness and effectiveness of Viscount Beaumont’s as a Church of England 

school are outstanding 

 This is unequivocally a church school in which pupils of all faiths and backgrounds flourish. 

 Excellent succession planning over several years has ensured that high quality Christian 

leadership has been maintained. 

 Pupils are equipped with the personal skills and religious understanding to contribute to life in 
a diverse society. 

 Governors ensure the school remains effective by rigorous strategic planning that delivers the 

school’s Christian vision as a church school for ‘children and families with or without faith and 

belief’. 

 Pupils grow into compassionate and thinking young people. They are confident to challenge 

any form of injustice through a grasp of biblical teaching impressive for their age. 
 

Areas to improve 

 Maintain and build on the very recent developments in the links with the church so that the 
mutual benefit of the partnership increases. 

 Extend opportunities for pupils across the school to plan and deliver worship so that these 

leadership skills are refined by the time pupils move to the next stage of their education. 
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The school, through its distinctive Christian character, is outstanding at meeting the 

needs of all learners 

The school’s vision and aims make a direct connection between its Christian character and 

preparing pupils for ‘life in a diverse and changing world’.  Religious education (RE) and collective 

worship play a key role in this. They equip pupils with a strong command of religious language to 

explain the biblical basis of the school’s values. Their extensive knowledge of Bible stories and the 

messages they carry, shapes pupils’ very positive views of diversity and difference in society. A 

typical explanation of the Good Samaritan was ‘A real Christian or Muslim would ignore religion 

or colour in order to help someone in need’.  Pupils think carefully about how they treat each 

other. The slightest hint of prejudice is challenged so behaviour is good and relationships across 

the school are supportive and harmonious.  Pupils are genuinely excited by RE focus days because 

the activities are memorable and challenge their thinking, particularly about religious stereotyping. 

The day spent exploring Christianity as a multi-cultural world faith is an outstanding example of 

this.  Pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development is outstanding because there is a 

clearly defined approach that is understood and fully implemented by all members of staff.  Every 

opportunity is taken to explore the implications of religious beliefs across all subjects and this is 

highlighted in the curriculum information circulated to parents. 

Pupils continue to achieve extremely well because the Christian ethos supports their readiness to 

learn.  A significant proportion make better than expected progress and attain the highest level in 

all key stages.  Attendance is consistently better than schools nationally because the curriculum 

captures pupils’ interest and raises their aspirations for the future.  Individual pupils who require 

specific help in learning do extremely well because the school tailors support so that any barriers 

to emotional wellbeing are addressed and their sense of self-worth increases.  Staff liken this to 
how Jesus made people feel good about themselves. Pupils follow this model and encourage each 

other to persevere.  Individual talents are celebrated in worship each week and the importance of 

character is highlighted by rewards where Christian values have been observed in practice. 

The impact of collective worship on the school community is outstanding 

Daily acts of worship are highly valued because skilful leadership means they achieve the school’s 
aim to be a church school for the whole community.  Worship is explicitly Christian in nature but 

adults and children of all faith backgrounds derive considerable spiritual benefit and inspiration 

from gathering together at the start of each day. The needs of non-faith pupils are respected. 

They appreciate the choices they are offered about how they take part in prayer and responses 

and value the time to reflect on life questions and moral issues from a Christian perspective. 

Equally, pupils with a personal faith feel supported in living out Christian values in their daily lives.   

Pupils are familiar with the pattern of Anglican worship because it is deeply embedded and the 

language is clearly explained to them.  Imaginative use of the Diocesan themes for worship, 

particularly ‘Jesus, a life of Opposites’ captures pupils’ interest and challenges older pupils with 

deeper questions about the Trinity and Jesus’ role in Christianity. They take an active part in 

saying a range of responses, lighting the Trinity candles and using a core set of prayers (both said 

and sung).  There is, therefore, only a small step between this and pupils leading worship.  

Although this is at an early stage of development and only a small number of pupils are involved, 

they have been inspired by a conference with other schools on Musical RE and new ideas are 

plentiful. The lay reader from the church, who is supporting the school during the period without 

a vicar, has made an immediate impact. Children talk enthusiastically of how she explains difficult 

ideas and adults comment on the new insights she has given them into Christian teaching. 

Pupils are constantly encouraged to reflect on their learning in lessons so have no difficulty in 

doing the same for worship. Innovative class journals are therefore a most effective tool in 

monitoring the spiritual impact of worship. The quality of feedback is exceptional because of the 

insightful responses from pupils and this enables improvement planning to be very specific about 

the actions to be taken.  Governors make efficient use of monitoring visits to highlight good 

practice and ask pertinent questions. This has ensured that classroom prayer spaces, already well 

used for personal prayer, are appropriately matched to the needs of each age group. 
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The effectiveness of the religious education is outstanding 

Pupils have an exceptionally mature understanding of the nature of RE and its place in the 

curriculum. Teachers carefully explain the objectives for learning and the purpose of activities. 

This deepens the quality of pupils’ learning because they reflect on the comparative value of 

different lessons.  Year 6 pupils highlighted an analysis they had made of 1Corinthians 13 because 

the personification of Love in the text helped them see it with fresh eyes.  Responsibility for RE is 

moving from one senior leader to another, as part of the development of leadership in the school. 

The transition is seamless because training ensures that a thorough knowledge of the subject 

exists within the staff. 

The importance placed on RE is reflected in the detailed tracking and analysis of pupils’ progress, 

including where extra support is given.  Progress speeds up as pupils move through the school 

because they draw on their previous learning and gain confidence in using religious language and 

ideas.  By the end of Year 6, more than half are consistently working well above expectations for 

their age. These successful outcomes are the result of the rigorous systems in place to check how 

well the curriculum delivers the school’s vision for RE and meets pupils’ social as well as 

intellectual needs.  An example of this is the decision to reduce the teaching of world religions to 

four in order that pupils have a better understanding of the religious communities in the nearby 

city of Leicester.  All teachers regularly conduct a joint scrutiny of pupils’ work and this ensures 

there is progression in what and how pupils learn.  Teaching is consistently good and often 

outstanding. It challenges pupils, from Reception onwards, with questions about the relevance of 

religious beliefs and practices to life in today’s society. In Year 2, for example, pupils grapple with 

the concept of their own identity in exploring Hindu beliefs about the nature of God. By Year 6, 

they show an impressive level of critical thinking in agreeing a charter to remove all forms of 
religious discrimination from society. Consequently, they are extremely well prepared to deal 

with life in a mutli-cultural society as they move to the next stage of their education. 

The effectiveness of the leadership and management of the school as a church school 

is outstanding 

Viscount Beaumont’s continues to flourish and develop as a church school despite changes to the 
leadership of both church and school. This is due to the strong Christian identity established by 

the previous headteacher and to the rigour with which the governing body manages its business, 

in line with its clear Christian mission statement. This states that Christian values ‘allow no social 

or cultural divide’ and the website adds that they ‘all shape and guide our work and play’. This is 

exactly what happens in practice because every effort is made to remove any barriers to learning 

and to support the emotional and spiritual wellbeing of staff and pupils.  Previous development 

points have been fully addressed. Effective systems are in place for strategic planning and the aims 

are secured through the high quality of professional development and succession planning. In 

particular, a study course on Christian leadership was completed by the headteacher when in 

post as deputy.  Her depth of knowledge now ensures that all decisions are implemented in the 

context of the school’s Christian distinctiveness. Governors regularly monitor new initiatives such 

as reciprocal visits with a Hindu school. Reports are received as regular agenda items for full 

governing body meetings so the school’s distinctive Christian character is kept at the forefront of 

governor business.  RE and collective worship both have a significant impact on pupils’ 

development because leaders accord them a high profile in the school’s curriculum and training 

programme.   

The link between the church and school has recently been rejuvenated.  Acts of worship and 

‘messy church’ activities, led by the lay reader with support from foundation governors, have 

inspired parents and children alike. They have prompted a flow of ideas between the headteacher 

and church members that is rapidly taking this partnership to a new level for the benefit of both 

communities.  Parents feel welcome in the school and appreciate invitations to attend worship 

and recent forums for discussion.  They have confidence in the school for its inclusive nature and 

the initiatives to expand their children’s cultural knowledge of different faith communities. 
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